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Part 1

BACKGROUND &
THE PROBLEM
Bill and his wife Kim are a power couple in every sense of the word. You
know that couple that lights up any room they' re in? The love they have
for each other and their family is apparent and worth emulating.
At 74, Bill still owns and operates a thriving family business in financial
services, and is still working to make a difference in people’s financial
lives with the critical lessons we will uncover today. To understand Bill’s
story we need to go back to the beginning of his financial journey which
began in 1974, coincidently the first year of the IRA.
As a newly minted financial advisor with New York Life, Bill entered the
industry as a new concept was being rolled out to “help” small
businesses and independent contractors save money for retirement. At
that time, most employees of large established companies were still
being covered by traditional pensions for their retirement. Smaller
businesses and self employed workers typically didn’t have access to
those benefits. At a time where even the largest companies were
beginning to struggle to keep up with their own pension funding
obligations (which were growing at an alarming rate and even took
some companies down) companies were looking to shift some of that
funding burden to the employees. Smaller companies and selfemployed workers were looking for their own solutions. The Individual
Retirement Arrangement (IRA) was born.
As it goes with all new and shiny things, the IRA was the talk of the
town and things were no different at New York Life. “Buy em and sell
em!” was the mantra that was beat into Bill’s head by his superiors. And
so he did. Alot. He had his marching orders and the perfect script for
how to “save money” on taxes by saving pre-tax dollars. As the story
went, you could avoid paying current taxes every year on the dollars
that were contributed, grow those dollars without taxation, and
withdraw them in retirement when “you are in a lower tax bracket”. This
“promise” began to take hold culturally and changed the way an entire
generation saved for retirement. Let’s take this opportunity to refresh
ourselves on the tax environment that was in place at the beginning of
Bill’s financial journey.
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Federal Income
Tax Brackets
1974
You may notice that things were
very different in 1974…

This will come as a surprise to
anyone not familiar with our tax
history, because at the time of
this publication our highest tax
bracket is only 37% - it’s been
as high as 94%.
Like many of us, Bill’s income started
off relatively low while getting his
business off the ground. But he had
learned in his training that starting
saving early would benefit him in the
long run - so save he did. Each
spouse was allowed to contribute
$1,500 per year into their IRA, so in
those early years Bill maxed them
out at $3,000. To his credit and what

is truly amazing is that he kept track
of all his deposits and contributions to this day.
Another focus at this time, especially
driven by where he worked, was
building his own life insurance
portfolio. Power couples are
inherently driven to protect and
provide for their spouses and family
and this was very important to him
so he began systematically buying
life insurance. Every three years or so
he would increase his funding as his
income grew. He had no idea at the
time what he was actually
protecting.
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37%
highest tax bracket

94%
it's been as high as
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As a new advisor, he followed the guidance of the many senior advisors (those
with white hair) in his office and continued to save all throughout his working
life and by most accounts was extremely successful.
Recalling a time back in 1986, a time where his business was growing and
beginning to truly thrive, he was in the market for a new car. Not just any car
however - Bill wanted a Mercedes. At the time the Prime Rate (the interest rate
that banks charge their very best customers) was hovering around 10%.
Researching all his options, he considered taking a bank loan, paying cash, and
even a Home Equity Loan (HELOC). With his retirement money unavailable due
to age restrictions, this money was not an option. Reviewing his own portfolio
of assets he realized that his life insurance portfolio had grown substantially
since he started funding it all those years ago. His attention had always been on
his market portfolio so he hadn’t paid attention to the growth of his insurance
portfolio since that wasn’t the purpose of the coverage. Recalling that he had
loan privileges on certain whole-life policies, he considered using these funds
while allowing his other assets to continue growing. A little research on his part
proved that he in fact was entitled to “advances against” his future death
benefit offered by each of the policies. The insurance company would simply
use his policy values as “collateral” and were happy to lend money to their
policy owners at the most favorable terms available. If a policy owner were

to die with a loan outstanding, the insurance company would simply deduct
the outstanding loan balance from the contractual death benefit. But since
they handle the loan as a simple accounting entry, no money was ever removed
from Bill’s policies. His entire cash value remained intact and growing. It
was the insurance company’s money that produced the check that bought the
car. Not Bill’s money. With one phone call Bill arranged his own private
financing with no credit checks, no underwriting, no delay. The check arrived a
couple days later and Bill drove out in his new Mercedes. He proudly explained
to Kim that they were in control of their car payment now. They could make
payments back to his policy on their own terms since the life insurance
company had no requirement to repay their loan . And, since his money was
never touched, it continued to grow inside his policies each and every day he
drove that Mercedes to work. This was the beginning of a life-changing
financial epiphany that would become the basis of this case study, but it would
take nearly another decade before what he discovered really set in.
A few short years later he was now 42 and had two young sons, a completely
different world view and a new set of priorities. His career had taken him into
the management ranks at New York Life, and was now covered by a pension. It
was at this time that he began to actually ponder his own eventual retirement.
How was he going to juggle raising a family, providing for his children’s
education and still be able to set aside enough money to eventually stop
working? His Social Security statement from 1988 (he kept all of those too) told

him that he would max out at retirement with $1,855 per month in benefits.
Knowing that wasn’t the income level he was shooting for in his retirement, he
continued to max out his qualified retirement plans focusing on growing the
account values. By all accounts - Bill was doing everything right.
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The Problems
It wasn’t until he turned 68 that the true nature of his problems began to
materialize . Having a successful business and growing his income year over

year had produced an incredible lifestyle with all the trappings of success.
With his kids now grown and in their own relationships and careers, Bill and
Kim were enjoying a power-couple life with passions for cooking, golf, travel,
and family time.to Bill. The plan had always been to save until age 70 and
then begin taking withdrawals that were intended to preserve the account
balance across a 30 year plan by taking a safe withdrawal rate of 4%. Would
they be able to afford this lifestyle using only his savings and social security?
By now their retirement portfolio consisted of a combination of IRA, 401K, an
employer pension and investment Real Estate.

IRA

401k

Employee
Pension

Investment
Real Estate

They had weathered many storms thrown at them by the economy and the
financial system, made some mistakes along the way, but felt as though they
were starting to see the light at the end of the tunnel. The plan again was to
start taking withdrawals in two years when he turned 70. They resisted the
temptation to start Social Security when it first became available to him at
age 62, knowing this would create a large and permanent pay cut for him and
Kim. He even avoided taking it at his full retirement age of 66, knowing that
he would get a 8% raise for every year he delayed his benefit until age 70 (still
possibly the best deal out there for growing retirement income).
As he worked through the problem of how to turn his assets into retirement
income, three things hit Bill all at once:
1. We’ve created a substantial portfolio of assets that have never been taxed and now there’s no escape! In two short years I will have no choice but to
take the required minimum distributions out across all of my retirement
accounts. With my house paid off and my kids grown, I no longer have those
tax deductions to offset my income!
2. My “free” Social Security benefit is going to be confiscated by taxes and my
medicare premiums are heading through the roof!
3. Everything I had been taught was wrong!
Let's break these points down:
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Let's break down these points:
The Promise of Tax Deferral with Lower Taxes in Retirement Failed Them

Each year at tax time, Bill’s accountant always made sure that Bill maxed out
his pre-tax retirement savings and pension contributions. This was always
done to “lower” his tax bill. In essence, each year that Bill earned money but
deferred the tax (and how the tax is calculated which also changes with each
new tax plan), he was actually “borrowing” the money until it was time to
spend. This was something he had always known on the surface, but now it
was finally becoming his reality. His financial success was going to come at a
heavy price.
In the early years of his contributions, he has since calculated that after all
his allowable deductions and tax credits in place at the time, he was actually
in a 5% effective tax bracket. This is the actual tax rate you pay across all your
income after determining all your available deductions and credits. That first
$3,000 that Bill deposited into that IRA “saved” him from paying a 5%
effective tax rate on the dollars - or a “savings” of $150 . That deposit has since
grown to ~$75,000 today, and in today’s tax environment, his first $10,000
withdrawal from his account cost him over $4,000 in taxes!
All the promise of ending up in a lower tax bracket had evaporated. The big
promise was turning into “the great lie” and It was now beginning to hit him
that he had not only an enormous amount of taxes to pay, he still had no idea
just how much! This revelation came at a time when he was already
becoming very concerned about income taxes going up. When he was first
contributing to his IRA in 1974, the national debt was under $1 Trillion. Today
that number stands around $28 Trillion! Will that debt be paid down by the
poor or the Uber Wealthy? He knew better. In reality - it’s the upper middle
class who will shoulder the brunt of the debt created by years of wreckless
government spending. Bill was in an elite community that all had to come to
terms with the fact that they had a big, red, IRS Bulls Eye on their retirement
accounts.
So who won the game of tax deferral between Bill and the IRS? After all, he
had taken all the risks, put up all the money, faithfully monitored and
managed it over his entire career and now the IRS was getting close to
calling the debt due. They are essentially a business partner who gets to
declare their ownership percentage (of your IRA) each time a new tax bill is
passed. When the conversation is framed this way, few people would actually
sign up for it. Unfortunately no one is required to explain it this way.
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Social Security Taxation - The 20% Penalty No One Knows About

Social Security is a very wide topic that could fill a hundred case studies, so
for the purposes of this study we are highlighting a single, glaring problem Taxation on the benefit. We focus here specifically since it was introduced as
a tax free and temporary measure. Since 1938 social security had been
specifically excluded from taxable income. That deal was left unchanged
until 1984 when a bipartisan majority of congress voted the taxation of our
social security benefits into law. At that time up to 50% of social security
income could be taxable if the taxpayer had other sources of taxable income.
As it turned out, that wasn’t enough, so in 1993 a second round of taxes were
added during the Clinton Administration. This time making up to 85% of your
social security taxable if you are a “higher earning” beneficiary. For the sake of
trying to picture a higher earning beneficiary we’ll just go with their
description: a married couple filing jointly with “Provisional Income” over
$44,000 Let that settle in.. here’s how it works at a high level:
Provisional Income = ½ Your Social Security award + Adjusted Gross
Taxable Income (pension, IRA, etc..) + Tax Free Interest (ie. municipal
bond interest)

Table 1. Provisional Income’s Effect On Social Security Taxation
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To put it in perspective, assuming Bill’s and Kim’s combined social security
award was $48K/year, half of that benefit would go into the calculation (or
$24,000). That leaves only $20,000 that can come from other sources until
they max out at 85% taxation. Does that sound like “higher earning” to you? In
2021 the Federal government defines poverty for a couple at $17,420. This
could be reframed by saying if Bill withdraws poverty-level distributions from
his retirement account he will be considered a “higher earning beneficiary”
for the purposes of taxation!
In Bill and Kim’s case this means that $40,000 of their social security will be
added on to the total tax bill at their highest marginal rate. Currently at 37%,
that would create a tax bill of $14,800/year on his social security! Over a 30
year retirement they stood to lose over $400,000 of their benefit to taxes! To
add insult to injury with the tax bill, when Bill takes money from his IRA or
401K to pay it he creates - you guessed it - more taxes. We refer to this as
“circling the drain”.
Medicare and IRMMA

In the higher income brackets there is another trap called the Income
Related Monthly Adjustment Amount (IRMAA). This adds additional premium
for your Medicare Part B premium based upon your earnings 2 years prior to
making the payment. The calculation is:
IRMAA = Adjusted Gross Income + tax exempt interest

TABLE 2. MEDICARE 2021 IRMAA BRACKETS
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In Bill’s scenario, their joint income mandates that they will pay an extra
$504.90 per month for their Medicare - each ... In other words, they will pay
over $1,000/mo more than they otherwise would have if they had structured a
tax free retirement. This works out to an extra $12,000/yr and nearly
$360,000 across a 30 year retirement.
Success as Defined by the IRS Carries a Hefty Price Tag

For their efforts and success they were rewarded with an additional price tag
of $26,800/year in taxes or lost benefits. Over a 30 year retirement they could
potentially watch $804,000 of their retirement confiscated by unnecessary
taxes simply by getting his money from the wrong place.

UNCOMFORTABLE QUESTION

How much in gross withdrawals will it take from
their IRA/401K just in order to pay the $26,800
tax bill in a 30% combined tax environment?

ANSWER

$38,286

It was right around this time in 2015 that he received the annual phone call
from his accountant looking for Bill’s annual pension contribution. “Are you
crazy? I’m going to get KILLED in taxes!” was the only reply he was capable of
mustering. “Everything we’ve done, and everything I’ve been taught by my
own industry is now punishing me! I’m not putting another dollar into any of
these plans!”. And that was the beginning of his search for a better way. If it
was this bad in today’s economy what was it going to look like when taxes
went even higher?

HINDSIGHT INSIGHT
Where your money sits...
is more important than what it earns.
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Part 2

SEARCH FOR
SOLUTION
This reality hit Bill and Kim pretty hard. All the things they had been told to
do had led them to this place and they were not pleased with the result at
all. They had managed to build an enviable portfolio balance through years of
sacrificing and saving and all the stresses that go with it. Now for the first
time in years, they had real concerns about having enough money to last the
rest of their lives. “This isn’t how it was supposed to be”, he told me with a
slight edge in his voice. “By any measure - we had done exactly what we were
supposed to do, and we were happy with what we had done, until we started
paying attention to how things were actually going to work when we retired.
Even as a successful Financial Advisor, I was finding out much of this reality
pretty late in the game”.
For Bill, it wasn’t that he didn’t know all these things - he did. He had always
been a student of the business and was extremely knowledgeable. In cases as
complex as this we have to consider this: there are plenty of facts and
economic realities in the financial world. Now picture each of these
individual “factoids” represented by a single dot. It wasn’t that he wasn’t
aware of the dots. After doing the deep work of analyzing how he was going
to actually convert his retirement portfolio to cash flow he was now
connecting those dots in a completely new way. It’s kind of like going to the
cardiologist regularly, and following every bit of their advice for your entire
life (like eating healthy, exercising, avoiding smoking, etc..) only to die of
heart disease brought on by poor flossing habits.. He just didn’t see that
coming. And what’s worse - neither did his accountant.
And so began almost 2 years of exhaustive research looking for the best ways
to unwind the problems they were facing. During this time, Bill evaluated
dozens of strategies and options and consulted with colleagues across the
financial spectrum and from all over the country. With the markets doing well
at that time, his investments - and his tax problems were both growing. “I was
trying to get money out of these retirement accounts as quickly as possible
because I knew in 2 years I was going to be forced to take my first required
minimum distribution. I also felt that taxes had nowhere to go but up based
on everything I was seeing.”
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He considered just simply cashing out his IRAs and 401Ks, however even in
today’s incredibly low tax environment he recognized that he would take a
severe beating on tax day. Roth conversions were also considered. It would
have been a step in the right direction, however they offered no answer to
the problems of market volatility and the limitations of the safe withdrawal
rate, which dictated that he take no more than 4% (today we know its closer
to 3%) of his starting retirement value per year and adjusted for inflation. The
only accounts they owned that had never gone down in value were his whole
life policies. They had continued to perform very well through the Stock
Market crash of 1987, the dotcom bubble in 2000, and the great recession of
2008. It hadn’t yet occurred to Bill that this money was available for their
retirement. Was he missing something?
He knew that there were strategies out there that utilized whole life as an
investment but as an investment advisor his focus had always been on market
investments. Investments are investments and insurance is insurance right? If
that wasn’t the case - could the answer to his problems lie in his life
insurance portfolio? He was starting to see the writing on the wall, but he
resisted that thought at first. Investment guys are a tough breed to break.
Sitting in his office on a rainy Saturday morning pouring through account
statements, tax returns, and a full pot of coffee, he remembered back to that
beautiful Mercedes he had bought all those years ago with an advance
against his death benefit. He had long-since paid that loan back and then
went on to use his policies to buy rental properties, and then eventually his
office building. He loved the flexibility of scheduling his own repayment on
his terms. The thought occurred to him that if his collateral (policy cash
values) could be pledged to buy multi-million dollar real estate holdings, it
could also buy him food, groceries, travel, and everything else he wanted in
retirement - with no worrying about tax hikes or markets crashing ever again!

With his first RMD only 2 years away, Bill began by estimating the amount of
taxes he would owe at each distribution. He estimated that he had deferred a
total of $38,000 of taxes through pretax contributions totalling around
$223,000 during his working years leading up to 2015. His house had been
long paid off and his kids had grown and neither was available as a
deduction against his withdrawals when the time came. His investments had
performed well and he had grown his business substantially. When he finally
put pen to paper he determined that his first Required Minimum Distribution
was going to be $145,000 and no matter where he looked in the tax code, he
was looking at a tax bill on the distribution of almost $45,000! It occurred to
him that he had patiently waited nearly 40 years to finally access his savings.
In doing so he deferred $38,000 in taxes for the privilege of now paying
$45,000 on his first distribution in retirement..and massive tax increases were
already being planned.
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He knew he needed to get those accounts figured out quickly or he faced tax
confiscation that was only going to get worse. His objective was to move the
money somewhere where it would be insulated against aggressive tax
increases and the next market downturn. By this time, given all the careful
research and analysis, the only option he was comfortable with was his life
insurance. At 68, he had already maxed out the policies he owned and he
wasn’t sure he was even healthy enough to get more coverage but he applied
anyway - this time with the whole family. When approvals came in, they were
able to analyze each of the offers to test his theory. Because he had maxed
out his own policies on himself, his attention was on the approvals for Kim
and his two sons. He determined that since they were younger and healthier,
their new policies would be the best places to store their long-term savings.
Theirs were the policies he would build his escape from.
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Part 3

SOLUTION PROVIDED
BY "LIFE LEVERAGE"
He viewed this whole challenge as getting his money out of “tax jail” before
the inevitable increases arrive. If he left the money in there too long he knew
he would face the massive increases already being discussed in the news. If
he took it out too quickly he would also face unnecessary taxes by driving up
his tax bracket. He had to find the right balance. Bill estimated that he could
spend his qualified accounts to zero over 10 years with gross withdrawals
each year of $120,000. This would allow him to take the greatest advantage of
the low tax rates in place at the time on his distributions as well as
dramatically lowering his inevitable RMD for the remaining years until all the
pre-tax accounts were emptied.
His strategy was to take withdrawals annually over the next 10 years, pay the
taxes owed ($~40,000) and contribute the remaining $80,000 to begin
building their policies. He used $40,000 to fund Kim’s policy, a $1.2 M 10-pay
life with a participating mutual life insurance company. With the contract
approved - Bill knew he had just created a “bunker” to shelter at least
$400,000 from any future taxation or market crash. He used his annual policy
dividends to buy more insurance each year and thus expand the size of the
tax shelter. If anything were to happen to Kim while Bill was still living, the
$1.2 million would be paid to Bill tax free.
For his 2 sons, Bill started two $2M policies with contributions of $20,000
each per year. These policies would allow him to shelter another $400K, and
he used the same dividend strategy for each to continue growing their
policies. Bill is the owner, premium payer, and beneficiary for each policy. As
the cash accumulates inside the policy Bill and Kim have total control and
complete access to the money while they are living. The plan is to use each
policy as an untaxed source of income later in retirement, and the residual
benefits will be turned over to the kids at their discretion.
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Part 4

SPECIFIC RESULTS
ACHIEVED &
BENEFITS ENJOYED
$5.2M of Permanent Protection

Bill added $5.2M of Permanent Protection for his family with contracts
with the Insurance Company (401K and IRA are
agreements/arrangements and don’t have the force of a contract)
Lowered RMD

Lowered future RMD and its accompanying tax risk through his first
withdrawal from his IRA giving him more control and flexibility over
future taxation
Divorced From Conventional Financing

Divorced conventional sources of financing - Bill set a path to convert
all his pretax money systematically over time to a “family banking”
framework using their whole life policies where they can use private
collateral (no 1099 reporting back to the IRS) to create intra-family
loans or any other cash flow thus freeing them permanently from
outside sources of money (banks, credit unions, finance companies)
Eliminated Risk

Eliminated stock market risk once the contributions were in his policies
Offset Tax Bills

Used leverage from the life policies’ death benefits that completely
offset the tax bills created by their IRA/401Ks
With all family members fully protected against death and taxes, Bill now
uses the policy values to generate cash flow, something these policies were
specifically designed for. They have created a family banking framework using
their policies and they are now able to help each other in completely new
ways. For Bill and Kim, it is really hard in today’s environment to find
attractive yields for their savings. For the boys, it’s hard to find inexpensive
sources of money. An incredible win-win developed from creating this
framework because they are able to create intra family loans where Bill and
Kim are the lenders and the boys are borrowers. Since there’s nowhere Bill
can go to safely earn 6% on his money, and since 6% is a great interest rate
for a borrower, they can each satisfy their own needs without looking outside
the family.
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Bill continues to this day, spending nearly 2 hours per day monitoring his
accounts and investments. As they systematically move their money from
risk-based market accounts, they are able to watch their savings growing
safely inside the policies where they will compound, uninterrupted, for the
rest of their lives. The growing cash values provide easy access to some of the
best sources of capital anywhere in the world and it’s only a phone call away.
When Bill finally does decide to call it quits and sit back and enjoy all that
he’s built in this life they will begin taking systematic advances against their
eventual death benefit and will have complete control over the entire
portfolio of policies to use in their retirement. Now they can clearly see the
vision for their retirement and maximize their legacy of good financial
stewardship as an example for their children to follow.
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